
THE FUTURE OF TIME

THE MIND IN OVERDRIVE
Can we increase productivity by revving up the

neural pacemakers in the brain? ByAlan Burdick

In the future, perhaps all too soon, time
will slow down.

Certainly that is not what most of us ex-
perience now. Time seems to be speed-
ing up: Our computers run' faster, our
clocks are more accurate (diminishing the
luxury of lateness), and our cell phones
make communication immediate and

ubiquitous. Yet all these ingenious "labor-
saving" devices have only made us labor
more. Time, said by poets to resemble
a flowing stream, feels increasingly like
an igloo: a hard, shrinking exoskeleton
that simultaneously shapes our lives as it
crushes them.

An entire time-management industry
rushes to save us: best-selling books,
software packages, and other "produc-
tivity solutions" designed to improve the
conversion of our time units into dollar

units and vice versa, plus tax and shil3-
ping. But they've got the equation all
wrong. Productivity is the amount of work
done in a given amount of time: P = WIt.
Traditionally, time management has
consisted of increasing productivity (P)
by increasing the work (W)-squeez-
ing more out in the same lump of time.
By this math, time (t) never decreases.
That's not time management, that's work
management.

There is a better way: What if we could
increase productivity by leaving Walone
and making t smaller? What irwe could
slow down time, make each moment
seem to last longer so more work could
be extracted from it? That future is inside

us. Neurobiologists are slowly coming to
realize that "real time" is just a conven-
tion foisted upon us by our brains. In any
given millisecond, all kinds of informa-
tion-sight, sound, touch-pours into our
brains at different speeds and is repro-
cessed as hearing, speech, and action.
Our perception of time can be manipu-

lated in ways that researchers have al-
ready begun to exploit.

To understand how fundamentally your
brain bends time, try this trick: Tap your
finger on the table once. Because light
outraces sound, the audio tap should
register a few milliseconds after the sight
of it; yet your brain synchronizes the
two to make them seem simultaneous.

A similar process occurs when you see
someone speak to you from several feet
away-thankfully so, or our days would
unravel like a badly dubbed movie. Your
mind is messing with the time, editing out
the parts that distract you. Woody Allen
once said, "Time is nature's way of keep-
ing everything from happening at once."
He was right.

"The brain lives just a little bit in the
past," says David Eagleman, a neuro-
biologist at the University of Texas at
Houston. "The brain collects a lot of in-

formation, waits, then it stitches a story
together. 'Now' actually happened a little
while ago." Or rather, our brains live in
the now, and we live in the future, without
even knowing it. What we call causal real-
ity is like one of those live TV shows with
a built-in time delay for the censors.

To be intelligible, though, even the
crummiest TV show requires an editor
with keen timing. The same goes for our
brains. Some medical disabilities are now

thought to be the result of faulty timing
mechanisms. Certain brain lesions, like
those in Parkinson's sufferers, are known

to disrupt timing patterns essential to
clear speech. Many neuroscientists sus-
pect that dyslexia and aphasia are not
language disorders but timing problems.

"Time is one of the many, many illu-
sions that the brain bestows upon us,"
says Dean Buonomano, a neuroscien-
tist at UCLA. How it does that is not yet
clear, he says. Researchers long believed
the brain was ruled by a single clock that
kept all its disparate activities in sync,
like a pacemaker that sends out a regu-
lar pulse-a sort of cerebral Greenwich

mean time. But scientists are learning
that there is no central clock. Instead,
the brain contains lots of little clocks all

running at independent rates yet linked
by a network.

At this point the future begins to take
shape. If scientists gained a better under-
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standing of how neural timing works, we
could employ that timing to better use. In
the productivity equation, we could effec-
tively make t smaller by making the same
amount of time last longer.

Weird as it seems, it can be done. Not

long ago, Eagleman became intrigued
by the stories one hears of people who
experience time slowing-during a car
crash, say. (Eagleman himself entered
slo-mo briefly as a child~ when he fell off
a roof.) He wondered: What's really go-
ing on? Does the experience gain added
vividness only afterward, as it's being
recalled? Or does a person's perception
of time truly slow down enough to ab-
sorb extra information?

Eagleman designed a test. He built a
small LED screen that flashed a series

of numbers too quickly to comprehend.
He attached the screen to his subjects'
wrists, clipped a bungee cord to their
legs, and had them jump backward, one
by one, off a 150-foot tower-a fairly ter-
rifying experience for the uninitiated. To
his surprise, his jumpers (all two of them;
the experiment is ongoing and the results
preliminary) were able to read the flash-
ing numbers on the way down-evidence
that a brain under duress can warp time.
"It's like the brain has a reserve capacity,"
he says. "But like everything, it works as
slowly as it can get away with."

Speed the mind, slow the time-
sounds like productivity heaven. But
surely there's an easier way to tap into
the brain's reserve. So far, "smart" drugs,
which go in and out of fashion every few
years, are largely worthless. Yet a num-
ber of researchers are already exploring
the possibilities of a real pharmacologi-
cal solution.

Warren Meck, a neuroscientist at Duke

University, says that something like per-
sonalized time can already be achieved
with drugs like cocaine and amphet-
amines. These provide the, uh, patient
with a powerful experience of speeded-
up time. Of course, they are addictive,
not to mention illegal. The question, Meck
says, is whether it's possible to adminis-
ter a drug that speeds up time without
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THE QUESTION, MECK
SAYS,IS WHETHER
IT'S POSSIBLETO
ADMINISTER A DRUG
THAT SPEEDS UP TIME
WITHOUT MAKING THE
EXPERIENCEEUPHORIC.
IT SOUNDSLIKEA KOAN:
CANWE SUCCESSFULLY
SATISFYOUR URGE
TO CONTROLTIME
WITHOUTKNOWINGIF
WE'VE SUCCEEDED?
THE BASIC ISSUE IS
ANATOMICAL.THE
BRAIN PERCEIVESAND
SHAPESTHE PACEOF
TIME; IT ALSO MAKES
DECISIONSABOUT
HOW BEST TO USE
TIME, A PROCESSAN
ECONOMIST MIGHT
CALL OPTIMIZATION

making the experience euphoric.
It sounds like a koan: Can we suc-

cessfully satisfy our urge to control time
without knowing if we've succeeded?
The basic issue is anatomical. The brain

perceives and shapes the pace of time;
it also makes decisions about how best

to use that time, a process an economist
might call optimization, except in the cur-
rency of time. Are those two functions
structurally distinct? Does the brain keep
time with one set of neurons but spend
it (and reward us for doing so) with an-
other? Meck asks: "Can you separate
a fast clock from a pleasurable feeling?
Maybe in a computer, but maybe not in
a biological system. In the brain, maybe
time and money are the same thing."

Meck believes there are two separate

brain areas for those functions, though
most likely not separable. Drugs taken
orally, he says, cannot target brain regions
with the specificity that a CEO might wish.
Buonomano is even more skeptical. One
shouldn't equate time perception with
processing speed, he says.

"With cocaine, your perception of time
is more acute, but that doesn't necessar-
ily mean you're getting more done. You
can make decisions faster. But are they
the best decisions?" The choices one

faces in an adrenaline rush are fairly bi-
nary: Run from the bear, or freeze. In
contrast, the choices one makes in an of-
fice often require discriminating thought:
Paper clip or staple? Jelly doughnut or
chocolate glazed? "You're sacrificing the
optimal decision for speed," Buonomano
says. "If you think about it, most things
are a trade-off between time and quality.
You can write your article faster, but will it
be better?" .

For anyone keen to bring on the future
of customized time sooner, Meck sug-
gests an alternative. In November His
Holiness the Dalai Lama spoke before the
Society for Neuroscience, where he en-
couraged researchers to study the brains
of meditating monks. Different states of
meditation are thought to alter time per-
ception, Meck says; drugs are "the lazy
way to achieve the same effects."

Well, OK, maybe. A future office worker
is willing to consider that he might create
more time for himself, maybe even get
more done, through a regimen of men-
tal calisthenics. However, a future office
manager can't help but notice that a monk
in deep meditation looks distinctly. . .
unproductive. -
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